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One of the best SPA resorts of the Alps: AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme Längenfeld in the 
heart of the Ötztal Valley  

 

Ready for sheer pleasure, spring and firn snow at the 
AQUA DOME? 

 

That’s what we need after all the grey months: Loads of joy! Crowned by spring spirit and 
finest firn snow. When the sun rays bring warmth again, it’s a special time in the Ötztal valley. 
While the firn snow still glistens on the white peaks above, spring has arrived in the valley, 
birdsong fills the air and the first green sprouts. This contrast gives a special boost after the 
long winter months and rejuvenates your strength. Not only out in nature. “Lift Your Spirit”: 
The motto of the AQUA DOME is rarely as obvious as it is at this time of year! Finally, we have 
the energy to unpack the hiking boots again. And the motivation to get back on the e-bike 
and feel the wind in your hair. Those who are not yet tired of skiing, can celebrate the firn 
snow high up. Because in Sölden, skiing is possible until May. But in the afternoon, you can 
swap your skis for a deck chair. And AQUA DOME with its thermal water as one of the best 
SPAs of the ALPS, provides a vitality boost on a generous area of 65.000 m2. For example, 
with the new WAVE Signature Rituals - or with a "Thermal deep" facial treatment for radiant 
spring skin. But you should also taste our seasonal traditions from the Ötztal valley and 
around the Alpine arc. Because all your senses long to be revived by spring!                                             

Firn snow above, spring budding below. The Ötztal is never as diverse as around Easter. 

Anyone who has ever skied on firn snow in Sölden knows that snow is not just snow.  You can 

glide almost weightlessly over the firn - it is grippy and smooth at the same time.  
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What an exhilarating skiing experience for spring skiers. In the afternoon, it's off to the 

deckchair to soak up the sun. Or, if you are still fit, swing onto an e-bike! When and where 

else can you ski and bike on the same day? At the AQUA DOME, a whole fleet of new, high-

quality e-bikes is ready for your first ride. 850 kilometres (and 35,000 metres in altitude) with 

all kinds of routes, as well as bike & hike trails invite you to explore. But e-biking is also ideal 

for beginners: In the valley, for example, the 52-kilometre Ötztal Cycle Track leads away from 

major roads, quite leisurely through rugged rocky landscapes, to idyllic places and frequently 

along the Ötztal Ache River. For beginners and pros: The new guided e-bike tours at the 

AQUA DOME whet your appetite for this environmentally friendly and sporty way of getting 

around.    

 

As strong as the mountains - with Signature Treatments    

 

“Active relaxation” is the magic motto in the AQUA DOME. Because here, tension meets 

relaxation, the rugged Ötztal nature outside is countered by the luxury of the thermal baths 

inside. Especially in springtime, it triggers a high level of energy and bliss. This makes Tyrol’s 

largest wellness area a treat for body and soul: Featuring a total of 20,000 m2 for thermal 

baths & wellness, 2,200 m2 of indoor and outdoor waters, 11 saunas and steam baths and a 

large fitness area. Guest favourites at the moment are the new stone sauna with infusions 

ranging from orange to alpine herbs and the luxurious Spa 3000, exclusively for hotel guests 

(from 15 years). 

As the “World’s Best Mineral & Hot Spring Spa”, the AQUA DOME is distinguished by selected 

treatments - many of which are signature treatments, developed especially for the AQUA 

DOME. Like the WAVE Signature Rituals, for example, which are created from the power of 

the mountains, the water and the energy of the Ötztal valley. On a new type of waterbed, 

sounds, sound waves, the movements of the warm water and the skilled hands of the 

therapist are combined, to create a holistic, harmonising experience. “WAVEberge", for 

example, loosens all the joints and connective tissue of the body - like a vitality check that 

"screens" key points, recognises connections and detects tensions and blockages. These can 

then dissolve in the flow of touch and movement on the warm, swinging waterbed. Regain 

your balance and feel as strong as the mountain! A special tip for spring skin? “thermal deep 

meets Gua Sha“ combines the elemental power of Längenfeld’s thermal water from a depth 

of 1865 metres and the effect of regional herbs in the exclusive AQUA Dome “thermal deep” 

signature line with the latest trend from Asia: This treatment incorporates smooth Gua Sha 

https://www.oetztal.com/de/sommer/biken-radfahren/radtouren/radweg.html
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stones made of jade or rose quartz for the facial massage: Some of them can drain toxins and 

promote circulation, while others stimulate collagen production. For a rosy, radiant skin.  

 

Traditions and culinary cultural exchange  

Because roots impose obligations, the "Alpine Arc" principle applies in the AQUA DOME in 

the heart of the Alps, also in culinary terms. How about spring mountain lamb in woodruff? 

The cuisine of the AQUA DOME interprets traditional recipes and typical specialities, 

ingredients and production methods from the Alpine region in surprisingly new ways. A 

culinary cultural exchange that you can taste!                         

 

More Information: AQUA DOME – Tirol Spa Längenfeld, Oberlängenfeld 140, A-6444 

Längenfeld, Tel: +43 5253 6400, www.aqua-dome.at  

 

About VAMED Vitality World: The internationally active health group VAMED has been operating in the spa and 

wellness sector since 1995. Under the competence brand VAMED Vitality World, founded in 2006, VAMED is 

operating eight of the most popular thermal bath and health resorts in Austria: AQUA DOME - Tirol Therme 

Längenfeld, SPA Resort Therme Geinberg, Therme Laa - Hotel & Silent Spa, St. Martins Therme & Lodge in 

Frauenkirchen, Therme Wien, the GesundheitsZentrum Bad Sauerbrunn, TAUERN SPA Zell am See - Kaprun, and la 

pura women´s health resort kamptal in Gars am Kamp. With 2.6 million guests a year at VAMED Vitality World 

resorts, VAMED is Austria’s leading thermal spa and health resort operator. 
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